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FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT OF LOGISTICS DATA: TIME FOR A SINGLE MANAGER
Logistics is a critical support process for the Future Force. This includes providing combatant commanders with timely, relevant and actionable logistics information and allowing the national logistics system to respond to demands without a delay in passing requirements. A responsive and information-enabled logistics system will meet the information requirements of This paper will explain the difference in roles of a functional data manager and technical data manager, discuss the current logistics enterprise for DOD and the Army and functional data management within this enterprise, and discuss the developing logistics architecture and enterprise. Also, it will provide a review of ongoing actions that will drive the decision for assigning a lead Army functional logistics data manager and provide a recommendation for this role. 
FUNCTIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT COMPARED TO TECHNICAL DATA MANAGEMENT
The functional data manager differs from the technical data manager in the concern with the value of data and value added information compared to data standards and rules to improve technical administration, data base administration and performance, and the technical transfer of data between automated systems.
The functional logistics data manager works to improve business performance and the value information adds to the logistics processes. This includes the following areas. § What logistics data elements will exist within the enterprise and what values can be assigned to the data elements. § Where is the source or point of origin of the data values, i.e. -what system will serve as the master data record (will they be assigned by the system or will values come from other systems). § Who is the responsible owner for the data used in the enterprise architecture and by other systems to avoid conflicting values and data. § When is the data updated, how, and who is responsible for the update. The enterprise will have two primary types of data: master data (does not change with operations) and dynamic data (changes with operations). § How the data is manipulated for value-added metrics and logistics information; this includes the relationships between data elements (e.g.-what is an asset's value? assets x approved price or acquisition cost). § Overseeing this is data quality management -ensuring that data within the enterprise and passed to other systems or to external systems (as well as inbound data) is correct, relationships within the enterprise are valid to provide the needed answers, and problems are identified with resolution authority assigned and actions tracked to remove inconsistencies and bad data.
Technical data management deals with the day-to-day information systems processing actions for managing the data within the system and system interfaces with external systems.
Technical data management monitors and manages data interfaces and gateways without regard for assigned data values. Technical data management would identify data values that do not meet defined edit criteria but not bad data in terms of poor quality or inconsistent values. For example, a common problem is incorrect unit price. Suppose the recorded unit price for a widget is $100 but should be $1.00. The value is technically correct and the enterprise would use the data value of $100. However, for functional data managers the value would be incorrect and requires correction at the source before use in billings, asset valuation, and similar functional activities. How many of us would like to pay $100 for a $1 item?
FUNCTIONAL LOGISTICS DATA MANAGEMENT TODAY
Functional logistics data managers today are spread across multiple commands, program executive offices, and individual Army activities each acting in response to their own requirements and customer needs. Examples of the multiple managers today are shown at 
ROLES AND IMPACT OF A FUNCTIONAL LOGISTICS DATA MANAGER
What would a functional data manager do for the Army? The functional data manager has several key roles within the Army Logistics Enterprise. Migrating from multiple stove piped logistics systems to a smaller number of integrated enterprise systems requires inconsistent data be identified, the authoritative source identified and data in transitioning systems cleansed.
Additionally, rules must be in place for adding new data elements to the system. Therefore, the key functions of the functional logistics data manager are -- § Data Quality Management within the Army Logistics Enterprise and between other Army and DOD systems; § Identification of the authoritative source for Army logistics data to harmonize data between Army systems and external agencies; and § Developing, maintaining, and managing system level metrics.
Logistics data managed at the enterprise level can be both synchronized and harmonized to eliminate conflicting data, correct bad data, and provide a single view of for all users and managers. Impacts of assigning a single functional logistics data manager for the enterprise are shown below. In Figure 2 , logistics data enters the enterprise early in the weapon system life cycle. Emerging technologies embed and transfer data in support of automated diagnostic programs and evolving logistics processes. The combatant commander is provided real time logistics data and information supporting battlefield and sustainment operations. Enterprise Support Capabilities billion by standardizing parts naming, vendor identification and management, and focusing on functional integration of data. Process improvements accounted for $900 million of this amount while improved supplier deals accounted for another $1 billion. The increased visibility of stocks allowed reduced inventory and improved supplier management. In one case a single supplier supported multiple IBM divisions with each assigning its own forms, product numbers, and managing purchases and stock for a common item which was replaced with a single chain and manager.
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The Army Property Book Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE) being deployed by PM LIS and LMP deployments within AMC are examples of functional data management improvements improving Army data integrity and business processes. PBUSE is breaking new ground using a common data warehouse and the Army Knowledge Online architecture. Also, PBUSE is using a common file with DOD Activity Address Codes (DODAAC) and Unit Identification Codes (UIC) from the Logistics Integrated Data Base. Serial Number and unique identification data is being cleansed and data integrity improved across the logistics enterprise with the cooperation and commitment of both PM LIS and LOGSA to a single standard for functional data management.
The LMP is breaking down traditional barriers to data management and identification of a single national level authoritative source. The use of enterprise software and processes is requiring a Master Data Record for each NSN and the relationships between processes require a single authority.
DEVELOPING LOGISTICS ARCHITECTURE AND KEY PLAYERS
The DOD, Army, and other services/agencies are incorporating technology developments As shown in Table 3 there are a number of DOD and Army players with specific roles in developing and managing the Logistics Enterprise. sources providing replies. Data passed up the system can be transitioned to actionable information that will allow national level managers to be responsive to field issues and predictive in making support decisions. Workload management improved, especially within the distribution system, as requirements and materiel flows will be more visible and managers can take actions early. National level logistics managers will have increased visibility over field requirements and materiel flows allowing improved management of stockage points, stockage levels, maintenance programs, and retrograde management. Improved cross-service visibility and support can occur within the theater to allow better visibility and improved readiness.
Level
ARMY FUNCTIONAL LOGISTICS DATA MANAGEMENT
The Army has gaps to bridge in meeting future functional data management needs. Army Enterprise" study been completed for AMC and outlines key decisions and actions for a single functional data manager to drive solutions. 28 The authority to direct actions and provide oversight on all logistics systems development is needed to move forward with this concept.
Data cleansing would be managed and directed to prevent bad data being inserted into the system; and lead activities identified and actions tracked for resolving existing or developing data quality issues.
There are several alternatives to meeting the need of functional data management and achieving functional objectives. It would be in the best interests of the Army for training, system development, and overall business efficiency to have a current process owner with Army and Joint experience fill this role
The status quo will allow each system to develop, identify, and manage their own data while centrally managing a select set of logistics management data common to all services and DLA (i.e.-cataloging FEDLOG data and HAZMAT data). Nothing would be gained by selecting this alternative and it would not support the objectives for the FLE, Focused Logistics Campaign Plan, Transformation, or Army process improvements.
A HQDA staff element could take the role. This violates the role of the staff as being the policy proponent and places them in functional management role better suited for a field activity.
The LTA has been divesting itself of roles to allow it to concentrate on Transformation. The TRADOC, it could take on the role in addition to its combat developer role. This solution is not optimal and would require TRADOC to take on roles now outside of its assigned missions and responsibilities. The same is for Forces Command or another major command that manages and provides forces for the combatant commanders (e.g. -USAREUR or USARPAC). 
THE SOLUTION TO FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT OF LOGISTICS DATA
Functional management of logistics data is critical to leverage emerging technologies and the developing DOD and Army logistics enterprises. The enterprises will balance efficiency and effectiveness of logistics business processes to meet the capability requirements of the combatant commanders. Technology will allow the timely movement of data and information across the enterprise. Success will be the integration of these two areas into a capability providing real time actionable information and that information will depend on clear data definitions, valid data values, and correct relationships when answering queries or providing metrics. Getting functional management of logistics data wrong can mean the failure (or at least the impairment) of emerging logistics systems and initiatives.
Functional management of logistics data is at a critical decision point for the Army and must be decided as the new DOD and Army logistics enterprise is developed and deployed over the next 5-7 years. Returns on assigning management to a single agency will be integration of AMC is best suited to serve as the Army functional manger of logistics data as it has functional data management roles beyond the day-to-day data processing roles. The modernized ERP software and processes under LMP serve as a master database and AMC personnel have learned how to manage master data and dynamic data in an enterprise. AMC personnel represent the Army to other services and DOD working groups -all of which have data management roles across DOD. The VCSA assignment as the lead systems manager can be expanded to include this new role for AMC.
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ENDNOTES
1 Data is defined in Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication 1 as, "representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a formalized manner which is suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing by humans or by automatic means. Any representations such as characters or analog quantities to which meaning is, or might be, assigned." Data administration roles are outlined in DOD Directive 8320.1, DOD Data Administration and further defined for the Army AR 25-1, Army Information Management. The Army Data Management Program, as outlined in AR 25-1, "Establishes information about the set of data standards, business rules, and data models required to govern the definition, production, storage, ownership, and replication of data."
